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Yearly Summary
The TransPAC3 project is operating within budget. See the Budget Summary section.
The long-awaited TransPAC3 US-Tokyo 10 Gigabit Ethernet circuit was turned on, tested, and
commissioned in late March, in connection with installation of the new TransPAC router (below).
The old TransPAC2 OC192 circuit and old TransPAC2 router were decommissioned.

Sweeny and Hicks worked during January-March, meeting with JGN engineers in Los Angeles in
March, to implement the migration of their 10GE service. The service was moved to a new
provider and a new location in Los Angeles was set up to connect the new service to TransPAC.
This was a coordinated effort to maintain uninterrupted service between APAN and the US.
Sweeny and Hicks traveled to Los Angeles in March to install new equipment in support of
TransPAC3. Sweeny installed the new TransPAC router, and Hicks upgraded and maintained
measurement and monitoring servers.

Williams and Sweeny, along with Internet2, continued to work with CERNET (Chinese R&E
network) administrators and engineers to discuss their plans for bringing a 10GE circuit to the US.
This is very important for the US R&E community. A proposal was submitted to NSF to fund the
Operations and Maintenance (O/M) on a direct connection between the US and China
(Beijing-LA). The NSF proposal was funded and the circuit became operational December
2011.
Hicks attended DICE meeting in Cambridge, UK, where he discussed active and passive
measurement activities with DICE partners. Hicks met with Internet2 and GRNOC staff and
discussed TP3 measurement and dynamic circuit activities.
ACE/TP3 Gerald L. Bepko intern Eric Wittke finished his internship. His internship report
accompanies this report. Also, summer 2011 interns and REU work reports are included in this
report.

Hicks and Sweeny attended APAN32 in New Delhi, India.
Ron Milford taught at an NSRC workshop in Vietnam.
TransPAC3 staff attended and participated in APAN33 in Chiang Mai, Thailand.

Williams attended and was a co-PI for the Security at the Cyberborder workshop in
Indianapolis.
Planning continued for the US-India Workshop, that was held in Washington, DC in March
2012.
Considerable resources have begun to be spent on OpenFlow and Software Defined
Networking. We expect this to continue and expand as SDN becomes in greater use
internationally. An SDN section has been added to the QRs and this Annual Report.

Quarterly Milestones and Accomplishments
Quarter 1
The new TransPAC3 circuit was installed in late March. The new TransPAC3 router was installed
in late March in Los Angeles.
Migration of the JGN circuit to a new provider in Los Angeles was completed. Because of the
close operational partnership between JGN/NICT and TransPAC3, this change had to be
coordinated on both sides to ensure that service was not interrupted. Both the JGN’s circuit and
the TransPAC3 circuit had to be migrated at around the same time in March-April. Further
complicating the JGN move was the fact that the JGN Tokyo-US circuit was made inoperable by
the March 2011 Japanese earthquake, so it was even more important to help them effect their
migration in a timely way.

Discussions with CERNET, Internet2, and the NSF about our support for a new 10GE R&E
circuit from Beijing to Los Angeles continued after the APAN meeting in Hong Kong. The
NSF approved the Indiana-CERNET proposal for partial support of the CERNET-US 10Gbps
connection in support of research networking, and we continue to work with CERNET on
details. An MOU has been signed by CERNET and is being returned to Indiana for
countersignature. This is a very significant development for the US R&E community.
Quarter 2
Hicks and Sweeny attended and made presentations at the APAN32 meeting in New Delhi,
India. In addition, they had fruitful discussions on a variety of engineering topics with
colleagues from a wide variety of nations there, notably including China (CERNET), India,
Japan, and Korea but also many others. One new topic was instituting OpenFlow tests
coordinated across our complementary circuits with JGN and TransPAC3 between testbeds
in the US and Japan and possibly also Korea.
Quarter 3
The NSF approved the Indiana-CERNET proposal for partial support of the CERNET-US
10Gbps connection in support of research networking, and we continue to work with
CERNET on details. An MOU has been completed by CERNET, Indiana University, and
Internet2. The circuit from Beijing to Los Angeles was completed in late October 2011.
Peerings will be brought up in December when traffic has begun to flow over the new circuit.
This is a very significant development for the US R&E community.
Hicks and Sweeny participated in the building and operating of the network and its services
for the SuperComputing conference (SC11) in Seattle, Washington, in November.

In collaboration with the NSRC, Ron Milford travelled to Vietnam to help conduct a four-day
multicast workshop to train 25 engineers from at least five countries in the region. While there,
Ron met with Dr. Van of VinaREN and Dr. Kanchanasut from AIT/Interlab to further discussions
on future workshops in the lower Mekong region.

Quarter 4
The 10Gbps circuit from Beijing to Los Angeles was completed into CERNET equipment in
late October 2011, and TransPAC3 arranged for it to be connected to the PacificWave switch
in Los Angeles, which was completed in December 2011. Peerings were then brought up
with Internet2, NLR, ESnet, and TransPAC3, and traffic has begun to flow over the new
circuit. This is a very significant development for the US R&E community. At CERNET’s
request, TransPAC3 also worked with PacificWave to set up backup VLANs from CERNET
to PacificWave’s Seattle switch for backup peerings with Internet2, NLR, and ESnet, begun
in January but not yet fully completed as these partners must still complete their
configurations and discuss backup peering policies with CERNET.
Hicks and Sweeny participated in the APAN33 conference in Chiang Mai, Thailand, in
February.
Hicks attended the Winter 2012 ESCC/Internet2 Joint Techs in Baton Rouge, LA.
Hicks attended the NSF-sponsored Security at the Cyberborder workshop in Indianapolis, IN.

Monthly Operations Events and Activities
March 2011
The Service Desk scheduled maintenance time, notified peering networks, and tracked the
upgrade of the TransPAC core router in Los Angeles, CA. The upgrade was performed within the
maintenance window and all connections were replaced successfully.
The Service Desk has begun evaluation of different documentation environments to see which
platform will suit the growing documentation needs of both customers and staff associated with
the GlobalNOC. International Networks such as TransPAC3 will benefit from an interface which
facilitates input from engineering, systems, and Service Desk staff as the network matures and
changes over time. It is expected that a flexible documentation system would facilitate the timely
updating of material for better support of both staff and customers’ needs.
The Service Desk is investigating moving to a voice over IP phone system for both the
Bloomington and IUPUI locations. With the move to any VoIP alternative, a backup system will be
required to ensure business continuity in the event of an outage. An ATT CLAR system for
backup and a workstation-based call monitoring interface will be evaluated in the coming months.

April 2011

Service Desk personnel and the Systems Engineering group begin creation of a workflow tool to
assist both engineers and Service Desk staff with complex procedural tasks. The tool will be used
for both training and service quality control. Once completed, TransPAC3 workflows will be
included in the system.

The Service Desk and Systems Engineering are integrating monitoring tools to simplify the
monitoring procedure. The AlertMON tool will now group alarms by network and give technicians
the ability to drill down from the alarm itself to specific network elements. Grouping and sorting of
alarms helps to identify or eliminate factors during initial troubleshooting, thereby reducing
resolution time for Service Desk staff and network customers.

May 2011
Service Desk staff completed reporting format changes for TransPAC automated reports.
Systems Engineering and Service Desk personnel will be migrating to new One Time Password
security token system from the Safe Word Card system that has been in place. The new security
token vendor will furnish less expensive tokens and a self-registration system for users. Working
with this new vendor should reduce both administrative and inventory expenses while still
providing an added layer of physical security for all accessed network elements.
The GlobalNOC Service Desk office in Bloomington, IN continues to plan for its move to the new
Cyberinfrastructure Building (CIB) in Bloomington. The move is expected to take place in August.
A Service Desk supervisor is organizing the move for Bloomington personnel. The CIB facility is
intended to be energy efficient building and designed for collaborative working environments. The
Service Desk facility will be viewable to guests in the building and will feature a video wall for
network monitoring, displays of real time network traffic, and a maintain a persistent video
connection to the IUPUI Service Desk. The Bloomington office provides the Service Desk with
two redundant work spaces in case a Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery emergency would
affect one of the two Service Desk offices.

July 2011
The workflow tool in development was released to the Service Desk for testing. The tool will
assist both engineers and Service Desk staff with the complex procedural tasks and will be
used for both training and quality control. Once completed, TransPAC3 workflows will be
included in the system.

August 2011
The Service Desk deployed a VoIP system on several customer lines that included a product
called Customer Interaction Center or CIC. This system will eventually be rolled out for all
Service Desk lines including the TransPAC3 NOC.
A few benefits the Service Desk gains from the CIC implementation are:







One general/shared queue to manage incoming phone calls
Enhanced transfer and conferencing functions
Primary and secondary (backup) servers for business continuity
Call history logs provide improved quality assurance procedures
Improved training functions (listen/coach/join call)
Staff may access the system from remote locations to be used during Disaster
Recovery exercises



Built-in directory function assists with number look up and prevents misdialing

The AlertMON Tool was upgraded to include a feature to expand/collapse all acknowledged
alerts and acknowledgement confirmation popup for internal alerts.

September 2011
The GlobalNOC Service Desk completed their move into a new facility on the Indiana
University Bloomington campus. The new facility maintains the same functionality as the
Indianapolis Network Operations Center and also maintains staff around the clock. The new
Cyberinfrastructure Building (CIB) features state-of-the-art sustainable technology
environment for the Service Desk. Please see the following link for more information on the
CIB: http://it.iu.edu/cib/.
The workflow tool development for the Service Desk continued and began testing internally
with a projected production usage date of beginning in Q1 of 2012.

November 2011
System Engineering began further development work on the Service Desk’s new “targeted
notification tool.” Enhancements to the existing tool will allow the Service Desk to define a
more focused “target” recipient group and provide notification on services to only those
affected.
December 2012
The GlobalNOC Service Desk began the annual review of its Business Continuity Plan. As
part of the IU Ready system, the Service Desk maintains a structured continuity plan and
performs periodic testing to ensure TransPAC3 NOC viability in situations where physical or
network accessibility is not available in the primary location. The service desk regularly
exercises this plan throughout the year.
January 2012
The workflow tool development for the Service Desk was completed for a single network and
was launched in this quarter for production testing. A controlled rollout for other networks,
including TransPAC3, will happen throughout the year in 2012.
Hicks attended the Winter 2012 ESCC/Internet2 Joint Techs in Baton Rouge, LA

Updates were made to existing notifications adding trouble-ticket impact status and further
definition within the ticketing system for further clarity.
February 2012
System Engineering continued developmental work on the Service Desk “targeted
notification tool” to enable us to further define a more focused “target” recipient group and
provide notification on services to only those affected. As part of TransPAC3 NOC processes
and procedures, network documentation was reviewed and updated accordingly reflecting

recent circuit and network redundancy updates.
Hicks and Sweeny participated in the APAN33 conference in Chiang Mai, Thailand, in
February.
A TransPAC3 escalation matrix was implemented to ensure timely awareness of any ongoing issues that may need outside awareness to be addressed.

Network Engineering Yearly Summary
The most significant engineering accomplishment during this period was on-time installation and
commissioning of the new TransPAC3 10 Gigabit Ethernet circuit.
Finally, a new high-performance Juniper MX480 router was installed in Los Angeles in support of
the new circuit and the new flexible functions it will make possible. The new TransPAC3 router, a
Juniper MX480, was delivered in February and will be installed in Los Angeles in late March,
replacing the Juniper T320 which has served as the TransPAC2 router for several years. The old
router had some critical components which are no longer supported by Juniper, and does not
support layer2 functions natively; the new router will bring enhanced functionality, particularly in
combined layer2/layer3 abilities including some support for truly dynamic circuit provisioning
through the wide-area circuit connecting the US with the APAN region, as well as enhanced
netflow collection (including line-rate IPv6), lower power consumption, and supportable hardware
and software and capacity for growth. This new router should last for the duration of the
TransPAC3 project. The new router supports both SONET and Ethernet OC192/10GE interfaces
and has an upgrade path for higher-speed circuits.
Associated with the router and circuit upgrades to the TransPAC3 core equipment in Los Angeles,
we upgraded the out-of-band management access for our equipment from a slow, expensive, and
temperamental ISDN circuit to a simpler, always-on, less-expensive 10Mbps Ethernet circuit. This
gives us more function and greater reliability for access we don’t need very often, but which is
critical when we do need it. This routed commodity internet access is provided by KDDI networks
in addition to our Tokyo circuit.
We continue to support the PERN connection through TEIN and APAN to the North American
R&E community. All is working there as expected.
Considerable time and effort was spent this quarter consulting with US researchers frustrated
with performance from China, and trying to understand how to improve it. In some cases, some
improvement was achieved by making sure that they were using the R&E network paths
(CERNET, APAN, TransPAC3) instead of congested commercial network paths. It’s hoped that if
CERNET is successful in their new 10GE circuit project to the US, it will enhance the work not
only of Chinese researchers, but also of American researchers and educators who work closely
with China.
Separate from the above concerns but complementary to them, we provided engineering support
for the development of the TransPAC-Internet2-CERNET project and a submission in support of it
to the NSF. We believe this is an extremely significant development for the US R&E community
that will enhance existing US-China research and make possible enhanced collaborations that
are not possible today.

The new TransPAC 10Gbps circuit and new Juniper MX480 router in Los Angeles continue
to work as expected, which is perfectly. However, due to needed oceanic fiber repairs, in
September the preemptable TransPAC circuit will be taken out of service for approximately a
week. To prepare for this, we have had several discussions with our APAN counterparts to
verify that the JGN circuit will fully back us up as intended. We are confident this will work as
expected and designed and service will continue uninterrupted.

We’re excited about the possibilities afforded by this new router. In previous TransPAC3
quarterly reports, we expressed hope that APAN would be able to acquire a similarlymultifunction router for their end of the TransPAC3 circuit, and we’re pleased to report that
they were able to leverage our purchase of the MX480 to also purchase an MX for their end
of the circuit, enabling us to leverage the ION/OSCARS work on pushing dynamic circuits
through MX routers to greater dynamic control through TransPAC3. We’re not yet taking full
advantage of these dynamic functions, but work will continue through this quarter, in
coordination with our APAN partners, to make the necessary enhancements to more fully
take advantage of them. Unfortunately, the functions to control the MX aren’t yet available,
but we’re working on the other pieces over which we do have some control. Sweeny and
Hicks met with APAN engineers at the APAN meeting in August to work out more of the
implementation details of increasing the dynamic-switching capabilities of the Los Angeles
networking equipment. Please see the Measurement and Dynamic Circuit Activities section
of this report for more details.
Now that the NSF has approved our proposal, and CERNET and Indiana are executing an
MOU for this partnership, we are beginning more earnest talks with them about
implementation. CERNET says the circuit is scheduled to be delivered in September but is
remarkably short on details. We are engineering part of the US side, from their Los Angeles
router to TransPAC3 and the PacificWave exchange point, in an effort to provide both
needed security and measurement/monitoring touch points, and the maximum flexibility and
functionality for CERNET-US research options.
Cisco Telepresence for R&E continues to grow, both domestically and internationally, under
our leadership. 208 systems are connected to the R&E exchange as of the end of this
quarter. Further leveraging the new Telepresence peering with Tata Communications, the
R&E exchange extends access to Tata to all R&E-exchange-connected members. We
continue to consult with and advise AARnet engineers on creation of a similar R&E
Telepresence exchange in the Asia-Pacific region, with Cisco about creation of a similar
exchange in Europe, and with many users who want to connect.
The idea is that all of these continental R&E Telepresence exchanges would be federated
and connect and work with each other leveraging the high-performance networks that
already connect us. Among APAN-area sites of interest, during this period Sweeny continued
to discuss details of implementing an Australian Telepresence exchange similar to the North
American one with James Shankar from AARnet, and will work in even more detail with their
new Telepresence manager Don Mackintosh when he starts work there.
Their exchange is scheduled to be operational in October, when we will establish bilateral
trunking and call-routing between us, and then will work with our Australian customers to
transfer them to the Australian exchange. Finally, indications at the CANS meeting this
quarter, and in Sweeny-Xing Li (CERNET) talks at APAN32 in Delhi, give the impression that
the idea of a Chinese-run (likely CERNET) Telepresence exchange appears to be slowly
progressing.

The new CERNET circuit moves toward completion.


CERNET installed a router in LA and terminated the transpacific link.



Worked with CENIC to connect CERNET router to Pacific Wave.



Design decisions:
o

4 x Point 2 Point VLANs through PacificWave

o

End points: TransPAC3, Internet2, NLR, & ESnet

o


BGP peering with end points

The final arrangements to complete the peering details will happen in early
December.

The TransPAC3 OSCARS IDC is now operational. Final peering arrangements between JGN-X &
Internet2 will be completed in December 2011.

Current status US-China circuit:
1. The circuit installation was finally completed from Beijing to Los Angeles, and a
CERNET router was installed there.
2. A contract was executed by Indiana University with the PacificWave internet R&E
exchange point for 10Gb;ps service on behalf of CERNET. Cost and greatest
function dictated providing a direct CERNET-PacificWave cross-connection, but
security and monitoring considerations cause us some concern: we are working to
provide the best of both worlds, with our goal to provide for a secure and
monitorable/measureable link.
3. Arrangement was made with PacificWave to create point-to-point VLANs for
CERNET peerings with Internet2, ESnet, TransPAC, and National LambdaRail, the
principle providers of R&E networking in the region. Some special considerations to
increase security for the Chinese connection:
a. PacificWave normally advertises new peering connections to all of its
members. They agreed not to advertise this one in order to avoid being
approached by commercial providers. Furthermore, they agreed that Indiana
University would vet additional VLAN requests.
b. PacificWave normally provisions broadcast VLANs, on which a participant
has a single IPv4 and IPv6 address used for reaching all peers, but which are
also large broadcast domains. To increase security—by decreasing the
broadcast domain and thus the traffic—only to the two peers in each instance,
there will be a separate VLAN for each peering session (e.g. one for
Internet2, one for TransPAC, one for ESnet, and one for NLR).
c. We’ll continue to work to further increase isolation and security of this
connection as requirements warrant. Some of these considerations are
confidential, because of their sensitivity, but can be explained as needed.
4. CERNET has provided IPv4 and IPv6 address space for each of the point-to-point
peering sessions. Contacts have been identified at each peer.
5. At the end of the quarter, we were only waiting for One Wilshire and PacificWave to
complete the physical cross-connection between the CERNET router and the
PacificWave switch. (See next quarter’s report for the exciting conclusion.)

Software Defined Networking (SDN) Activities
OpenFlow has been discussed among us and our APAN partners for a couple years as the
standard has matured and interest has grown, but it’s come significantly closer to
implementation now. At the APAN32 meeting in Delhi TransPAC3 and JGN engineers
worked on a plan to do OpenFlow tests coordinated across our complementary circuits with
JGN and TransPAC3 between testbeds in the US and Japan and possibly also Korea. This
could be done in conjunction with the IDCs directing layer2 traffic, switching dynamically
between the JGN and TransPAC3 layer2 circuits, leveraging both types of software-defined
networking capabilities intercontinentally, in a coordinated way. Related to this work, we
have tentatively decided to replace the TransPAC3 10Gbps aggregating switch in Los
Angeles with one that will support the relatively rich NDDI standards for OpenFlow. We’ll
work in the next quarter to finalize that decision and, if positive, select an appropriate switch
and install it as soon as possible thereafter. The Japanese have already decided to use a
NEC switch, the only Japanese-made OpenFlow-capable switch, but a good, highly
functional choice (which in OpenFlow-speak really means there are lots of knobs for
controlling it, and pushing the policies out to fast hardware).
See http://www.internet2.edu/network/ose/docs/NDDI%20OS3E%20FAQ.pdf and
http://homepages.indiana.edu/web/page/normal/18396.html).

We discussed OpenFlow issues with NICT & APAN colleagues. Discussion with NICT &
APAN concerning OpenFlow issues continues. Concerning the Interconnection of OFN/SDN
between Internet2 and RISE, TransPAC3 engineers are working with Internet2 in order to
implement an OpenFlow controlled OSCARS circuit connecting OpenFlow testbeds. Early
stages of this work were demonstrated this year at SC11 as part of the research sandbox.


RISE: Research Infrastructure for large-Scale network Experiments



To research and deploy the framework of the operation and management of
OpenFlow/SDN including the infrastructure of cloud computing
o JGN-X is establishing the large-scale OpenFlow-based testbed including
servers and storages resource in Japan
o The 9 sites of JGN-X AP in Japan will have some OFS and server like the
infrastructure of cloud computing
o OFC will be installed in KDDI Otemachi and other site for the robustness of
PRISE
o To make the neighbor between different sites, we leverage IEEE 802.1q
stacking and Pseudo wire



We seem to be necessary to make the collaboration and extension of OpenFlow
testbed continue.

Interconnect of OFN/SDN between Internet2 and RISE:


1st step: Interconnect for the only data plane of OpenFlow/SDN

o
o
o
o


We hope to start this interconnect from January 2012
Basically interconnect by using Back-to-Back connection (untag)
Already installed the OpenFlow switch (NEC IP8800 based) in LA and it is
available for 1Gbps
JGN-X has the 10Gbps link between LA and Tokyo

2nd step: Interconnect including the control plane for OpenFlow/SDN
o We recognize there are many issues for the control plane of OpenFlow
because of no framework and specification in OpenFlow.
o We’d like to discuss about the interwork of control plane with Internet2
OpenFlow members
o The interwork of the control plane will be starting at September 2012

Interconnect of OpenFlow testbed between OFELIA and RISE:


1st step: Interconnect for the only data plane of OpenFlow testbed
o We hope to start this interconnect activity from January 2012
o To interconnect between OFELIA via TEIN3 and/or Internet2, we should use
a tunneling technology (L2VPN, GRE and so on)
o Basically interconnect by using Back-to-Back connection (untag)
o We’d like hopefully to join the demonstration of Olympics 2012 London



The effective bandwidth of TEIN3 between EU and JP has about 200Mbps



2nd step: Interconnect including the control plane for OpenFlow testbed
o We recognize there are many issues for the control plane of OpenFlow
because of no framework and specification in OpenFlow.
o We’d like to continue to discuss about the interwork of control plane with
OFELIA OpenFlow members
o The interwork of the control plane will be starting at September 2012

We agreed to help interconnect Openflow testbeds between the US and Japan as resources
permit.

Creation and development of wiki space took place to coordinate SDN activities among
TransPAC, ACE, and Internet2 partners (see http://inddi.wikispaces.com/). Wiki space
includes contributions from SDN stakeholders in the US, Europe, Asia, and South America.

IU has developed a hands-on training workshop for SDN/OpenFlow in preparation for the
Winter Internet2 Joint Techs conference in Baton Rouge. IU continues to develop and tailor
this workshop in hopes of inclusion in future international workshops.
IU conducted a day-long OpenFlow workshop at the Winter Joint Techs meeting in Baton
Rouge LA. Demand for the workshop exceeded capacity; however, we were able to make
room for two observer seats for members of NITC. Ultimately the observers were able to fully
participate in the class. We plan to pursue future opportunities to partners with NTIC to
further OpenFlow education.

Hicks attended APAN33 and discussed OpenFlow activities with NICT from Japan and other
APAN members.


Prepared OpenFlow tutorial session for the Future Internet Testbed (FIT)
working group



Started development of joint US APAN tutorial workshop



Started work on connecting NICT (and other) OpenFlow testbeds to US
OpenFlow testbeds
o

Using NOX and Trema controllers

o

Using OS3E to connect to NDDI

Created a static VLAN from the ION network to the InCNTRE OpenFlow lab at IUPUI. We
can now connect a L2 circuit from NICT testbed in Japan to Indiana University.

Installed Brocade switch in SDN lab to evaluate potential TransPAC3 switch replacement.
Brocade OpenFlow code is not due out until mid year.

Measurement and Dynamic Circuit Activities
TransPAC staff successfully upgraded the TransPAC2 circuit to TransPAC3 in LA. Work with
APAN engineers to upgrade measurement infrastructure continues.
We started development/implementation of passive monitoring comparison environment. The
idea is to compare sampled netflow (v5, v8, v9?), Sflow, & router filters. This will give us
information from layer2 & layer3 environments.
TransPAC3 provides the following NOC supported monitoring services.















Manage the measurement machines, tools, data archives
Weather-map service
Nagios monitoring status service
perfSONAR Lookup service (gLS)
perfSONAR SNMP MA
perfSONAR BOUY
BWCTL (http://e2epi.internet2.edu/bwctl/)
OWAMP (http://e2epi.internet2.edu/owamp/)
Route change tracking (diff in traceroute – dan project)
Packet loss and reordering
Network flow data collection and analysis.
Router state information collected (Junos script).
All TransPAC3 data is published via perfSONAR (where appropriate)
Both perfSONAR PS & perfSONAR MDM are supported

Hicks attended DICE meeting in Cambridge, UK. TransPAC staff met with Internet2 and GRNOC
staff to discuss continued TransPAC measurement support.

Met with APAN engineers and updated measurement plans. The following is the updated
Japan APAN circuit map. Also, discussed demos for SC11.

IDC

Met with Jin Tanaka KDDI engineer.
Installed OSCARS on a test machine. Here is a brief work plan outline:
http://tp3-1.transpac3.iu.edu:8080/OSCARS/
Also discussed small project/paper idea that would use TP3/JGN to testbed an OSCARS
auto detect infrastructure changes. Get a signal from the router (via perfSONAR) that the
circuit (TP3 for example) is down and switch everything over (to JGN-X). It would not affect
the connection to Internet2 and the other JGN MX would just pick up connections.

Work Plan
Phase 1 (start simple):
a. Install IDC (v 0.5.4) at IU for TransPAC3 MX (question, control signaling delay, long RTT
to JGN IDC), almost done.
b. Use static pool of VLANs on HP switch through PACWAV to I2 IDC (avoid DRAGON)
c. Coordinate (issue) CA certification between JGN-X - TP3 - I2

Phase 2
a. Consider IDC v 0.6
b. Design VLAN solution through JGN-X backup connection (or other)
c. Implement DRAGON control on HP switch
d. Determine other project needs (like OpenFlow)
Phase 1 will provide current functionality with a TransPAC3 IDC in the middle.

Hicks was part of the SC11 measurement team and also supported the SCinet Research
Sandbox.
We implemented sFlow on TransPAC HP switch.
TransPAC3 is evaluating sFlow collection and analysis software in an effort to satisfy the NSF
request to help build a database of science projects & collaboration (HEP - Atlas, CMS & “Tier-2
– Tier-3”, NIH, etc.) by tracking traffic profiles on TransPAC3 & ACE. Both Inmon and open
source sFlow software have been implemented.

IDC
Phase 1 is complete. The TransPAC OSCARS IDC is installed.
TransPAC IDC information follows:



Domain: transpac3.iu.edu





IDC: https://idc.transpac3.iu.edu:8443/OSCARS/
Notify Broker:
https://idc.transpac3.iu.edu:8443/axis2/services/OSCARSNotify
Cert Subject Name: CN=idc.transpac3.iu.edu, OU=TRANSPAC3,
O=TRANSPAC, L=Bloomington, ST=Indiana, C=US




Link ID: urn:ogf:network:domain=transpac3.iu.edu:node=rtr.losa:port=xe2/0/0:link=internet2
Link ID: urn:ogf:network:domain=transpac3.iu.edu:node=rtr.losa:port=xe0/0/0:link=jgn-x

Finalizing details concerning Internet2 and JGN-X peering will be completed December 2011.

We will focus on Phase 2 in the next quarter:
a. Consider IDC v 0.6
b. Design VLAN solution through JGN-X backup connection (or other)
c. Determine other project needs (like OpenFlow)

Security Events and Activities
Note: This information is duplicated in the ACE report, as the EU and Asia are
approached together.

Community Security Activity
Objective : Develop security information sharing relationships, and the means to proactively
share security event and incident information, abetting security protection and response in

and for the institutions in the respective research and education communities served by
IRNC networks - US, EU, and AP.
On August 3, representatives of REN-ISAC and DANTE met to discuss progress and plans
for security engagement. The representative from APAN for the TransPAC3 security activity
was traveling overseas and unable to join the conference call, therefore the results of the
conference call center on ACE deliverables - although some of the activities identified are
pertinent to TransPAC3 as well.
Notes from that conference call are as follows:
----IRNC Security Activity - Meeting Notes, 3 August 2011
Attending: Wayne Routly (DANTE), Gabe Iovino, Wes Young and Doug Pearson (RENISAC); Regrets: Yasuichi Kitamura (APAN)
Event and incident information sharing in REN-ISAC is supported by
SES/CIF: http://www.ren-isac.net/ses.
In order for REN-ISAC to be prepared to start sharing security event information in the IRNC
partner context, need to:
1. Develop scheme and incorporate support (programming) for marking data
within/submitted to SES/CIF (e.g. okay to share with trusted partners, ...law
enforcement, ...mitigation partners, ...remediation partners, etc.)
2. Develop scheme and incorporate support (programming) for support of groups
3. Communicate marking and sharing expectations and practices to REN-ISAC
members
4. Have SES/CIF API discussions with IRNC sharing partners
In addition, REN-ISAC, DANTE, and APAN must develop an inter-federation sharing
agreement. Doug Pearson will start work on the agreement.
Event and incident information sharing in DANTE is supported by NSHaRP:
http://www.terena.org/activities/tf-csirt/meeting33/routly-nsharp.pdf
In order for DANTE to be prepared to start sharing security event and incident information in
the IRNC partner context, need to:
1. Seek consent from DANTE members (NREN CERTs) for sharing data outside the
DANTE project
2. Seek legal guidance regarding the more restrictive privacy laws of the Nordic
countries and Switzerland, concerning Internet element identifiers (IP address, e-mail
address, etc.); Wes mentioned that sharing conducted in European APWG context
might serve as a model/guide for how to legally structure the sharing.
3. Depending on result of #2, possibly develop filters

Wes will provide Wayne with access to the ShadowSever instance of CIF so that Wayne can
get a feel for the tool and capabilities.
DANTE is developing a project to bring multiple silos of security data into a unified interface.
CIF might be a helpful guide. DANTE and REN-ISAC can work toward a common
framework.
NSHaRP utilizes x-arf for input and output. Wes to look at writing x-arf-to-CIF and x-arf-to-RT
modules.
----REN-ISAC and DANTE proceeded apace on the identified tasks. The next US, EU and AP
meeting is scheduled to occur in October 2011. In that meeting AP engagement plans will be
identified.

November 2011 Routly (DANTE), Kitamura and Kasahara (APAN), and Iovino and
Pearson (REN-ISAC) conference to discuss progress and action items.
Kitamura reported that they will establish a SES/CIF instance based on REN-ISAC code.
They are in the process of acquiring the necessary hardware.
The instance will initially be an APAN Tokyo exchange point-specific implementation.
They will need to give consideration regarding how to incorporate other components of
the APAN community. Routly reported that progress is being made regarding his
investigation of European data privacy considerations, and that there's positive outlook
for being able to construct a policy framework for sharing certain incident information.
REN-ISAC reported progress on the programmatic support for marking data with
SES/CIF for inter-federation sharing (e.g. okay to share with trusted partners).
In the next quarter, we will expect to see progress of the APAN installation, a draft
information sharing agreement, and progress on the X-ARF to CIF translation (for
DANTE<->US sharing).
Hicks attended the NSF-sponsored Security at the Cyberborder workshop in Indianapolis, IN.

APAN (Kitamura, et al) has acquired hardware and begun implementation of a test instance of
the SES system.
US (Pearson) developed a draft information sharing agreement and shared with APAN (Kitamura)
and DANTE (Routly). APAN and DANTE will vet the draft within their communities.
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Financial Reporting Details March 1, 2011 – Feb 29, 2012
TP3 NSF, OCI‐0962968
Compensation
Williams, James
Sweeny, Brent
Williamson, Adam
Meylor, John
Knueven, Lauren
Pearson, Douglas
Patton, Darah
IC on Compensation 32%
Total Qtr Compensation

1st Quarter total(s) 2nd Quarter total(s) 3rd Quarter total(s) 4TH Quarter total(s) Annual total(s)

3,077.97
16,882.32
12,878.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10,508.43
43,347.26

3,190.33
17,494.04
13,073.21
1,092.88
2,232.89
0.00
0.00
10,802.43
47,885.78

2,038.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
16,320.00
325.26
800.09
0.00
0.00
3,015.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,227.08
21,000.00
2,599.34
1,426.97
16,818.61
69,376.77

89.72
177.88
0.00
0.00
8,160.00
532.40
135.47
4,003.41
650.00
155.00
990.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3,245.61

3,245.61

5,627.44

0.00

12,759.52
40,003.80

922.23

0.00

26,873.98

-218.54

0.00

874.34

0.00

0.00

2,232.89

1,478.71

887.22

2,365.93

0.00

531.25

531.25

948.15

1,492.51

23,751.51

14,593.19

6,156.59

111,982.81

‐23.49
0.00
1,350.00
0.00
12,240.00
0.00
0.00
1,249.51
0.00
1,091.49
0.00
780.21
849.28
432.01
1,413.01
671.66
471.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
215.00
12,240.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
‐2.31
0.00
821.02
0.00
0.00
236.46
1,380.80
56.61
1,185.79
416.68
12,550.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2,105.20
177.88
1,350.00
215.00
48,960.00
857.66
935.56
5,252.92
650.00
4,261.59
990.21
777.90
849.28
1,253.03
1,413.01
671.66
707.82
1,380.80
56.61
1,185.79
416.68
12,550.00
3,227.08
21,000.00
2,599.34
1,426.97

Other Expense
Fedex Charges/Postage Charges
Skype Communication
Metropolitan Printing/Postcard for International Networking
Metropolitan Printing/Booklets for US India Workshop
George McLaughlin/Consultant Services
Travel ‐ Williams/Internet2 Meeting
Travel ‐ Hicks/ TransPac Install, Los Angeles
Travel ‐ Hicks/US India Conference
Travel ‐ Hicks/Internet2 Registration
Travel ‐ Sweeny/APAN Conference
Travel ‐ Sweeny/Telepresence Installs various sites
Travel ‐ Williams/Internet2 Mtg&IRNC Connections Workshop
Travel ‐ Williams/Meeting @NSF 11/3‐11/4
Travel ‐ Williams/Supercomputing 2011
Travel ‐ Sweeny/Internet2 Mtg & IRNC Connections Workshop
Travel ‐ Hicks/IRNC Kickoff Conference
Travel ‐ Jackson to DC for NSF Meeting 11/3‐ 11/4
Travel ‐ Williams/Meeting‐Conference Berkeley, CA 1/29/12 ‐ 2/1/12
Travel ‐ Hicks/Pickup Brocade & Transpac Meeting on BL Campus
Travel ‐ Hicks/Winter I2 Joint Tech Conf
Travel ‐ Williams/US India workshop Participating as host 3/21‐3/24
Corp for Ed Network/Landing for US China Connection
Apricot2011 (Paypall on PCDO)
Cenic/Pacific Wave Agreement
Travel ‐ Williams/APAN Conference Air, Per Diem & Other
Travel ‐ Hicks/ APAN Conference Per Diem & Other
IC on Other Expense 32%
Total Qtr Other Expense

5,578.14

6,851.50

9,312.02

38,560.27

23,009.82

28,262.44

38,412.07

159,061.10

99,499.40
99,499.40

99,600.00

99,600.00

66,400.00

365,099.40

99,600.00

99,600.00

66,400.00

365,099.40

212,223.43

170,495.59

142,455.63

110,968.65

636,143.30

Circuit Expense
KDDI Circuit Charges
Total Circuit Expenses

Grand Total ACE Annual

Plans for 1-March-2011 through 29-February-2012
Annotated
1. Continue professional engagement in all forums (APAN, SC, …) <Done>
2. Begin work on security activities.<Done>
3. Work with Internet2, Stanford and involved international participants to implement
OpenFlow across the TransPAC3 infrastructure. <In process>
4. Upgrade measurement equipment (see items 10-12 below) <In process>

5. Work with JGN engineers to help ameliorate the effects of the Japanese earthquake on
their downed circuit to continue to provide high-performance research connections
between the US and APAN (March-April). <Done>
6. Work with JGN engineers to assist them in the transition of their circuit in Los Angeles
(March-April). <Done>
7. Work with CERNET engineers to help them to locate and install their equipment and new
circuit in the US, and help them arrange for optimal peering to accomplish their goals and
best complement US and TransPAC3 objectives. This will require extra funding from the
NSF, as it is not a part of the original TransPAC3 planning and award.<Done>
8. Implement the TransPAC3 IDC to control dynamic circuits using software from Internet2
& ESnet. <Done>
9. Establish a three continent dynamic layer 2 connection, with monitoring, for large data
flows. <Done at SC 2011>
10. Working with IRNC:SP projects to deploy, where deemed appropriate, new measurement
and advanced service technologies developed in SP projects. (See #4 above) <In
process>

11. Investigate capabilities to understand traffic characteristics mapped to NSF supported
science applications, potentially including flow level mapping, measurement, and
reporting (See #4 above) <In process>
12. Work with NSF to provide greater insight into NSF-supported science projects and
applications are directly supported and enabled by TP3connections and services. <In
process>

Plans for 1-March-2012 through 28-February-2013
1. Measurement infrastructure put in place on US-China link. Coordinate deployment of
production level perfSONAR infrastructure with Chinese R&N organizations.
2. In conjunction with CANS and #1 above, lead the perfSONAR Working Group and
develop US-Chinese plan for perfSONAR deployment. Deployment to be led by
specific science examples (BGI data transfer; ESnet fusion experiment).
3. Continue to work on CERNET peering arrangements (e.g. new NORDUnet and
probable DREN peerings, others as makes sense)--generally part of our representing
the US side of the CERNET connection.
4. Continue investigating and upgrading the TransPAC3 hardware to OpenFlow NDDIcapable devices. Specifically, replace the HP 10G Ethernet switch in LOSA with an
OpenFlow-capable device.
5. Working with our colleagues at NICT in Japan and in the APAN Future Internet
Testbed working Group, facilitate US-Asia OpenFlow experiments at APAN meetings
and SC2012.

6. Standard meeting participation (co-chair APAN Future Internet Testbed WG and
APAN Engineering WG). Present about current status and plans for ACE+TP3.

7. Implement production sflow data export and analysis from TransPAC3 to provide
flow-based traffic measurement.
8. In conjunction with Martin Swany’s research group, implement Phoebus/XSP
infrastructure across TransPAC3.

9. Number #4 above and #8 above will likely lead to a re-architecting of TransPAC3
connectivity in LA, more completely incorporating the OpenFlow and Phoebus DTN
hardware. OpenFlow and Phoebus capabilities will be significant services
enhancements for TP3.

IN@IU Internship Review
Eric Wittke
The International Networking Publicity Internship has been one of the
most rewarding experiences of my college career. With the flexibility and trust
embodied in the position, I have had the opportunity to translate my personal
hobbies and interests into real world applications. More importantly, however, I
believe that I have been able to enact an enduring influence upon the future
success of Indiana University’s International Networking initiative.
My personal career passion lies in public relations, publicity, and branding.
I have also been heavily involved in web development and web design as a
personal interest/hobby. This internship has allowed me to pursue both of these
passions equally, providing a fantastic opportunity to build up my experience,
portfolio, and to learn more about the scientific community. Throughout this
internship, I’ve had the opportunity to maintain and improve the websites,
construct a brand identity for IN@IU, become a part of the IN@IU team through
correspondence with outside persons, and create print materials.
It is increasingly the case that any public service must have a robust online
presence and a consistent brand image in order to maintain their credibility and
social capital. When Jim spoke to me during my interview, he provided me the
goals of nurturing IN@IU’s success by forming a stronger identity and finding
new ways to seek out clients and partners. Upon hearing this, I immediately set
to work applying my skills in branding and social media networking.
I first set out to focus on the audience that I wanted to help IN@IU appeal
to. Based on the NSF’s 2006 survey research of the demographics of science,
engineering, and health (SEH) doctorate recipients1, I concluded the following
about the target audience:
 Predominantly male - 5 : 2 ratio
 White and Asian dominated - 5.5 (White) : 1 (Asian) :
0.5(Remainder)
 Mainly between 35 and 59 years old
This demographic tends to have a very structured, mathematical way of thinking.
They value succinct, concise information presented in an easily-presentable
manner. Furthermore, they are educated thinkers, who need compelling, logical
reasons for why to choose one service over another. With an awareness of these
demographic qualities in mind, I set out to designing composing a concise visual
brand image through print design, website design consolidation, editing and
cleaning up online content, and designing a case study template to publicize and
promote the services of IN@IU.
To further deploy this new brand image and to promote IN@IU’s services
to prospective SEH researchers, I set out to develop a social media presence.
These services would promote the services by (1) providing updates on IN@IU
activities, and (2) disseminating presentations, publications, media coverage, and
other informative materials. By creating an the necessary presences on Facebook,

1

http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/showpub.cfm?SubID=6&TopID=14

Twitter, Scribd, and SlideShare, IN@IU is now firmly established in the channels
necessary for it to cater its services in the most efficient manner.
For this demographic, it is important that the social media updates be
linked to tangible events and incentives. For instance, rather than connecting
with followers by social media conversations, the connection should be made by
providing the incentive of learning about developments and activities at IN@IU,
and providing them with informational materials.
With demographic ages ranging from 35 to 59, attention needed to be
given to their general unfamiliarity with social media. Thus, conscious efforts
were given to make sure that all of the information was very clearly labeled, in the
most succinct and effective way possible. The different social media channels
were created with their distinctive purposes in mind, and that fact was
communicated through their every aspect. For instance, the IN@IU Facebook
Fan Page was created as a linking hub for everything associated with IN@IU, and
acts as a binding knot of rapport between IN@IU and any individual who follow
it. The IN@IU Twitter feed serves the simpler purpose of providing easy, live, and
even more concise list of updates and recent activities. Finally, the IN@IU
website serves as the fuller source of more in-depth and complete information,
while also providing links to the Facebook and Twitter pages for individuals and
organizations to connect with it and “take a little piece of it home with them.”
Initially, IN@IU’s visual identity - both in print and new media – was very
heterogeneous. To forge a more robust brand image, I normalized as many
IN@IU products as I could into the same consistent visual identity. This included
web sites, PowerPoint presentations, social media accounts, informational
handouts, and case study templates. Furthermore, I brought as many materials
as possible towards the brand guidelines of Indiana University while maintaining
a distinct aura around IN@IU materials.
Finally, it must be emphasized the knowledge I have gained of the
scientific community, international networks infrastructures, and the National
Science Foundation. In sorting through the various projects, acronyms,
technology names, and organizations, I formed a good knowledge of the way that
the international scientific community is structured and how projects are born
and carried out. Much to my delight, I learned of the great efficacy with which the
National Science Foundation uses the nation’s tax dollars.
To conclude, it is my hope that the work I have done for IN@IU will
persist onward as it achieves a greater influence on the international and
scientific communities. While striving towards my goals during the internship, I
have learned much about my desired future in public relations as well as a
knowledge of the workings of the scientific community and the efforts that
support it.

